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Daly has materialized conceptual goals in producing art for peace.  

          He collaborates with artists, and community groups to produce

     recognized artworks of universalism and power.
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 About Lovelink
Australian born artist Michael Daly founded the 
Lovelink Project in New York in 1985.  His vision 
has produced international community art events, 
exhibitions and art exchanges focused on peace 
creation.
He began networking with children and youth 
organisations in New York and Moscow.  The threat of 
nuclear confl ict between the USA and former Soviet 
concerned him, so he intervened in the situation 
through art, travel and documentation.  The fi rst 
Lovelink mural was made in 1986 at the Tabernacle 
Elementary School, a Save the Children facility 
serving disadvantaged families in Bedford Styvansant, 
Brooklyn.  Students from the entire enrolment 
traced each other’s body shape linking hands on a 
huge fabric and fi lled it in with brightly colored paint 

and recycled materials.
Since then, many collectible Lovelink artworks have 
been produced in schools, workshops and at special 
events.  The artworks are exhibited and gifted to 
a fi tting place for goodwill.  The projects involve 
partner artists, volunteers, nonprofi ts, businesses and 
government agencies.

Michael Daly
In 1985 when Michael Daly conceived 
of Lovelink and began working on 
it in New York City, he was already 

juggling several other jobs;;  as a graphic 
designer in advertising, a kitchen hand at 
Buttons and an art tutor at the Bronx 
Museum of Art.

He had grown up in Toowoomba, a country 
town in Australia before moving to college in 

Melbourne where he studied fi ne art.  Daly then left 
Australia and traveled 40 countries.  Daly says, “My 
trek through wealthy and lavish states was contrasted 
with poor yet earth friendly cultures in other nations.  
It made a strong impression, so injustice, environment 
and deprivation gave me subjects for my art and 
a mission”.  Daly has materialized conceptual goals 
in producing art for peace.  He collaborates with 
artists, and community groups to produce recognized 
artworks of universalism and power.


